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Abstract
In this paper, we tackle the problem of 24 hours-
monitoring patient actions in a ward such as “stretching an
arm out of the bed”, “falling out of the bed”, where tempo-
ral movements are subtle or significant. In the concerned
scenarios, the relations between scene layouts and body
kinematics (skeletons) become important cues to recognize
actions; however they are hard to be secured at a testing
stage. To address this problem, we propose a kinematic-
layout-aware random forest which takes into account the
kinematic-layout (i.e. layout and skeletons), to maximize
the discriminative power of depth image appearance. We
integrate the kinematic-layout in the split criteria of ran-
dom forests to guide the learning process by 1) determining
the switch to either the depth appearance or the kinematic-
layout information, and 2) implicitly closing the gap be-
tween two distributions obtained by the kinematic-layout
and the appearance, when the kinematic-layout appears
useful. The kinematic-layout information is not required for
the test data, thus called “privileged information prior”.
The proposed method has also been testified in cross-view
settings, by the use of view-invariant features and enforc-
ing the consistency among synthetic-view data. Experimen-
tal evaluations on our new dataset PATIENT, CAD-60 and
UWA3D (multiview) demonstrate that our method outper-
forms various state-of-the-arts.
1. Introduction
The recent emergence of cost-effective and easy-
operation depth sensors have opened the door to a new fam-
ily of methods [31, 58, 62, 25, 16, 24, 15, 18, 34] for action
recognition from depth sequences. Compared to conven-
tional color images, depth maps offer several advantages:
1) Depth maps encode rich 3D structural information, in-
cluding informative shape, boundary, geometric cues of a
human body and an entire scene. 2) Depth maps are insen-
sitive to changes in lighting and illumination conditions that
make it possible to monitor patient/animal 24/7. 3) It is in-
variant to texture and color variations, which eases the task
of human detection and segmentation.
(a)   “lying on the bed” (b)  “falling out of the bed”
(c)  a different viewpoint (d)     CAD dataset
Figure 1: Examples of datasets with kinematic-layout infor-
mation. (a) “lying on the bed” action, (b) “falling out of the
bed” action, (c) a different viewpoint, in our dataset, and (d)
CAD dataset.
These advantages have promoted the fast pace devel-
opment of depth-based techniques for action recognition.
A number of spatio-temporal representations [21, 31] have
been proposed to handle the challenges of depth disconti-
nuities and noise. When human skeleton can be estimated
from depth sequences, recent approaches resorted to select-
ing the informative points around skeleton joints and mod-
elling their temporal dynamics [53, 55]. The above methods
are not well suited to either static actions or difficult body
poses with severe occlusions as in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b). Solv-
ing the task of action recognition and pose estimation jointly
[65, 64, 30, 11] has attracted attention as they are closely re-
lated tasks for understanding human motion. They perform
both pose and action recognition at testing, in which accu-
rate action recognition is conditioned on reasonable pose
estimation. More recently, Fouhey et al. [10] and Delaitre
et al. [7] show that the coupling between human actions
and scene geometry provides a strong cue for scene under-
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Figure 2: Flowchart of our method for action recogni-
tion. The model F takes as an input, depth appearance
A(V ) and kinematic-layout information K(V ) in training.
Quality functions (Qs,Qc,Qk) are designed to optimize the
model F , by considering both depth appearance A(V ) and
kinematic-layout information K(V ) (refer to the text for
detailed explanations). The trained model F is directly
applied to raw-depth sequences A(V ) at testing, in both
single-view and cross-view experiments. Kinematic con-
sistency filter (KCF) produces the final class distribution
P ′(y), by refining class distribution P (y) from F .
standing. Inspired by this observation, we aim to maximize
action discrimination by exploiting kinematic-layout infor-
mation prior (e.g. room layout, body skeletal parts). Con-
sidering that this information prior, in particular the skeletal
parts, are difficult to obtain in our scenarios (e.g. when the
person lies on the bed), and when dealing with test videos
from unseen camera viewpoints as in Fig 1(c). We seek to
formulate this information as privileged knowledge [60, 46]
that is only required during training. At the testing stage, we
directly apply our method to raw depth sequences.
In order to investigate these issues, in this paper we make
the following contributions:
New action recognition dataset (PATIENT) has been col-
lected in the scenario of 24 hours-monitoring patient be-
haviors (15 actions) in a ward by a depth camera. Com-
pared to the conventional action recognition tasks [58], ac-
tions of patients contain both subtle (e.g. “lying on the bed”,
“stretching an arm out of the bed”) and notable temporal
movements (e.g. “falling out of the bed”) (see Fig. 1 and 4),
where kinematic-layout information is helpful, under chal-
lenging viewpoints. Unlike existing datasets, skeleton in-
formation of our data can not be reliably tracked by a depth
sensor (e.g. kinect) due to a special viewpoint and severe
occlusions.
Information prior is defined to help a model incorporate
both the kinematic-layout information and the depth appear-
ance. The kinematic-layout is treated as the privileged in-
formation in the training stage. The privileged information
mainly comes from two sources: (1) the scene layout of the
monitored environment; (2) human skeleton or key points.
The scene layout cue reveals a geometric relationship be-
tween scene layouts and human actions. For example, “ly-
ing on the bed” implies the overlap area between a human
actor and bed; “writing on a whiteboard” indicates the rel-
ative position of a human actor. The skeleton cue provides
the location and kinematics of human body. The privileged
information is exploited to preserve the coherence among
geometry, kinematic structure and depth appearance, which
aims to enhance the discriminative power of appearance cue
for action classification.
Kinematic-layout-aware random forest (KLRFs) is in-
troduced to improve the discriminative power of the depth
appearance by selectively encoding the kinematic-layout
information. The switching term Qs first clusters data
samples into two groups: kinematic-layout based and
appearance-based samples. Then, kinematic-layout term
Qk and appearance term Qc are applied adaptively to each
group to split them effectively. Kinematic-layout informa-
tion is implicitly used at training to guide the learning pro-
cess and not required at testing (See Fig. 2).
Both cross and single-view settings are experimented to
demonstrate the generalization of the proposed method. We
evaluate our approach on the proposed PATIENT dataset,
Cornell Activity Dataset, and UWA3D Multiview Activity
II dataset. Kinematic consistency filter (KCF) is applied
to aggregate responses of augmented synthetic view data
and to infer the final result. View clustering term is further
proposed to deal with cross-views. Also, depth appearance
is encoded in a view-invariant fashion [36]. The extensive
experiments demonstrate that our approach provides more
accurate results compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
2. Related works
In this section, we review prior works on depth-based ac-
tion recognition and random forest with information prior.
We discuss the difference between our model and relevant
techniques.
2.1. Depth-based action recognition
Color and texture are precluded in depth sequences,
which enlightens the existing work to explore the follow-
ing information cues:
Spatio-temporal cue. Spatial cue captures the static ap-
pearance information of single frames. Temporal cue con-
veys the movement of the observee or objects in the form of
motion across frames. These two cues are usually encoded
together as a spatio-temporal representation. The interest
point detection and description has been widely studied
[47, 32, 37] to provide reliable features for describing hu-
mans, objects or scenes. The spatio-temporal interest points
(STIPs) are often adopted [21, 8, 56, 22, 17] for compact
representations of activities and events. These conventional
RGB-based methods do not perform well on depth maps
[8, 51, 57, 21]. Recent efforts [52, 48, 58, 67, 23, 31, 62],
therefore, have been devoted to developing reliable inter-
est points and tracks for depth sequences. The interest
points are extracted from low-level pixels [23, 29, 1] or mid-
level parts [68, 24, 38]. In contrast to using local points,
a holistic representation [63, 48, 23, 52] is recently pop-
ular as it is shown generally effective and computation-
ally efficient. Yang et al. [63] extracted Histograms of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors from Depth Motion
Maps (DMM), where the DMM are generated by stacking
motion energy of depth maps projected onto three orthogo-
nal Cartesian planes. Wang et al. [54] defined Hierarchical
Dynamic Motion Maps (HDMM) by using different offsets
between frames and extracting Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) features from them. More recently, Rahmani
et al. proposed a view-invariant descriptor HOPC [35] to
deal with the 3D action recognition from unseen views [36].
Skeleton/pose cue. Pose estimation is beneficial for under-
standing human actions [64, 11, 34], while action recogni-
tion can also facilitate 3D human pose estimation [65]. The
joint modeling of action and pose has been studied on RGB
data [30, 45, 26, 2, 9, 61]. They perform pose estimation
at testing stages, which either helps further action recogni-
tion or is helped by prior action recognition. In either case,
accurate pose estimation at testing is aimed. A well trained
skeleton tracker can provide a high-level cue for depth se-
quences. The use of skeleton joints has been suggested by
[53, 59] for alleviating ambiguities in action recognition.
Jiang et al. [53] represent the interaction between human
body parts and environmental objects with an ensemble of
human joint-based features. Skeleton joints have also been
used to constrain the dictionary learning for feature rep-
resentation [25]. Although they were shown to yield high
recognition accuracies, the estimated 3D joint positions are
not always stable due to the noisy depth maps [66, 49]. Zan-
fir et al. [66] present a representation that captures not only
3D body poses but also differential properties (i.e. speed,
acceleration). Wang et al. [49] consider the best-K joint
configurations to reduce the joint estimation errors.
Layout cue. Scene layout provides a geometry information
about visible surfaces of object, wall, floor, and ceiling [14,
50]. Fouhey et al. [10] and Delaitre et al. [7] show that
by observing human behavior, a strong correlation can be
found between human actions and properties of a scene and
its objects. Similarly, Savva et al. [39] observe and track
people as they interact with the environment using RGB-D
sensors. These methods aim at improving the estimation of
3D scene geometry.
Most previous studies focus on representing and model-
ing the temporal dynamics of human actions. While some
works [13, 41, 4] have attempted to learn spatial cues to
capture the static appearance of color images, it is still not
straightforward to generalize them for depth images. In this
work, we propose a new dataset to explore representations
and learning schemes for recognizing more static as well as
dynamic human actions from depth sequences. Recently,
Mahasseni et al. [27] proposed to exploit skeleton informa-
tion as a regularizer, when training a long short term mem-
ory architectures for RGB-based action recognition. We
aim to capture both static and dynamic action appearance
by exploiting both kinematic and layout cues selectively ac-
cording to its effectiveness. Due to the challenging and un-
seen viewpoints, kinematic-layout information is encoded
as privileged information [60, 46], which is only required
during training. We do not require the estimation of such
kinematic-layout information at the testing stage.
2.2. Random forest with information prior
Standard random forests make the assumption that the
output variables are independent over the parameter space.
Conditional regression forest was presented by Sun et al.
[42] and Dantone et al. [5], which demonstrates that the
incorporation of prior information (such as human height,
head pose) can enhance the dependency between output
variables and latent variables, resulting in more accurate
predictions. Similarly, Dapogny et al. [6] and Pham et al.
[33] utilize expression prior and crowdedness prior respec-
tively to reduce the variability within classes. Our method
differs from existing conditional forests in that most of them
exploited prior to model the probability functions over the
leaf nodes, we utilize the prior information at the split nodes
while growing trees.
Learning with privileged information (LUPI) [46] shares
a similar spirit in utilizing additional information at the
training stage. This information is only available during
training, which provides better explanations of the data.
Tang et al. [44] use additional synthetic data to establish
associations with real data. Yang et al. [60] exploited the
discrete additional prior explicitly to improve the quality of
decision trees. Our method incorporates continuous prior to
guide the learning process both explicitly and implicitly.
3. Kinematic-layout-aware random forest
Random forests (RFs) F aim to learn a nonlinear map-
ping from the appearance A to the label set Y :
F : A 7→ Y. (1)
RFs F are ensembles of binary trees, containing two types
of nodes: split and leaf. Split nodes decide its input V
goes either to the left child (if A(V )γ < τ ) or to the right
child (otherwise) according to its split function Ψ(A(·)γ , τ)
where A(·)γ denotes the γ-th value in the appearance fea-
ture and τ is a threshold. Leaf nodes are terminating nodes,
which store statistics of training samples (e.g. class label
y ∈ Y or regression vectors). At training stage, trees
are grown by deciding the split function Ψ(A(·)γ , τ) re-
cursively from the root node. At each node, the arrived
input data V ∈ D is divided into two subsets Dl and Dr
(Dl ∩ Dr = ∅) by a set of split function candidates {Ψc}
that is generated randomly. Among candidates, the one that
maximizes the quality functionQ is selected as a split func-
tion Ψ∗ as follows:
Ψ∗ = arg max
Ψ∈{Ψc}
Q(Ψ) (2)
where the quality function Q is defined based on tasks (e.g.
entropy for classification, variance for regression). Trees
are grown until only 1 sample is remained in the node or no
information gain is obtained, where the information gain is
defined as Q(Ψ∗)−Q(Ψ0) where Ψ0 is the reference split
that have all samples in Dl and no samples in Dr.
Overview of the proposed method. We propose
kinematic-layout-aware random forests (KLRFs) F+ to op-
timize the nonlinear mapping in Eq. 1 with the help of the
kinematic-layout K in training, when it is useful :
F+ :
{
A K7−→ Y, , if K is useful
A 7→ Y , otherwise (3)
where our appearance A is defined as depth maps and the
kinematic-layout K is defined as scene layouts, skeleton
joints and their associations (see Sec. 3.1). For the pur-
pose, we propose to use different quality functions Q =
{Qs, Qc, Qk} (see Sec. 3.2) by combining different infor-
mation sources :
Q =
 Qs(Ψ;A,K,Y) : switching termQc(Ψ;A,Y) : appearance term
Qk(Ψ;A,K,Y) : kinematic-layout term
(4)
Thanks to the random and hierarchical nature of RFs, we are
able to utilize different quality functions within a forest, by
switching among them at split nodes. Note that split func-
tions {Ψ(Aγ(·), τ)}, same as standard RFs, operate based
only on appearance A, and thus, once RF training is done,
the kinematic-layout K is not used at testing stages.
In following subsections, we first introduce our appear-
ance and kinematic-layout information (Sec. 3.1) and then
present how our approach adaptively selects quality func-
tions to exploit both kinematic-layout and appearance infor-
mation (Sec. 3.2). Testing stage of KLRFs and cross-view
setting are explained in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4, respectively.
3.1. Appearance and kinematic-layout information
We define the appearance A based on the raw-depth
sequences, while define the kinematic-layout K based on
scene layout and skeleton cues. Since it is hard to secure
scene layouts and skeleton cues automatically in our scenar-
ios, we exploit their manual ground-truths only for training
stages. 1) We first extract the depth cue CDt , scene layout
cue CLt and skeleton cue C
J
t for each frame t. 2) Then,
we generate the spatio-temporal representation, A(V ) and
K(V ) for a depth sequence V , by applying the Fourier
transform on per-frame cues as in [36, 53]. Individual frame
representations are defined as follows:
Depth cue CDt : For each frame t, we extract the 4, 096
dimensional feature CDt by a pre-trained CNN architec-
ture [36] on depth images. This architecture is pre-trained
on synthetic multi-view depth maps and shown to pro-
duce the state-of-the-art accuracy on both single and multi-
viewed 3D action recognition benchmarks [36].
Scene layout cue CLt : There exists a strong physical and
functional coupling between human actions/poses and the
3D geometry of a scene [10, 7]. For each frame t, we extract
a descriptor CLt by 3D displacements between scene lay-
outs L = {L1, ...Ll, ...,LL} and 3D human skeleton joints
P(t) = {p1(t), ...pp(t), ...,pP (t)} as:
CLt = [dt11; ...; dt1L; dt21; ...; dt2L; ...; dtP1; ...; dtPL] (5)
where dtpl = pp(t)− p¯Ll , pp(t) is a 3-dimensional vector
whose entry corresponds to its x, y and depth value and p¯Ll
is a projection of pp(t) to the plane Ll, respectively. Due
to the plane-to-point distance, distances between skeleton
joints and layout planes are translation invariant. This lay-
out cue provides information on how humans interact with
their environments. Some actions, such as “sitting” and “ly-
ing”, are supported by certain planes considering physical
constraints.
Skeleton cue CJt : Skeleton cue CJt is further encoded
in three ways: CJt = [d
P
t ; d
M
t ; d
O
t ]. (1) Skeleton Pair-
wise distance vector, dPt = [p1(t) − p2(t), ...,pp(t) −
pq(t), ...,pP−1(t) − pP (t)] is defined for ∀p,∀q, p 6= q ∈
[1, P ] to encode current frame’s human poses. (2) Skeleton
Motion vector [69], dMt = [p1(t) − p1(t − 1), ...,pp(t) −
pp(t−1), ...,pP (t)−pP (t−1)] is defined for ∀p ∈ [1, P ] to
encode its temporal motion information. (3) Skeleton Offset
vector, dOt = [p1(t)−p1(1), ...,pp(t)−pp(1), ...,pP (t)−
pP (1)] is defined for ∀p ∈ [1, P ] to encode human offset in-
formation to their initial values i.e. t = 1. Skeleton cue can
PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}) PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D})
Increase w Penalize w
y ∈ Y
P (y)
Figure 3: The weighting method to reduce the gap between
PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) and PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}). Red
balls denote samples constituting the appearance-based dis-
tribution PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) with their weights in fade-
out. Green line denotes the gap-reduced class distribution.
consider the spatial location of human body parts.
3.2. Learning kinematic-layout-aware forests
To train KLRFs F+ as in Eq. 3, we propose to use dif-
ferent types of quality functions as in Eq. 4. They are com-
bined into a quality functionQ by variables α, β as follows:
Q(Ψ) = αQs + (1− α){βQc + (1− β)Qk} (6)
where Qs, Qc and Qk are switching term, appearance term
and kinematic-layout term, respectively.
As in Fig. 2, variables α and β first select Qs to cluster
data samples according to the usefulness of the kinematic-
layout K. Then, either Qc or Qk is statistically selected to
perform classification. α, β are set for each node as:
α =
{
1 , if |D| > η
0 , otherwise , β =
{
1 , if ζ > ∆
0 , otherwise
where |D| is the number of samples in a current node, η is
set to 0.1 times total number of training samples, ∆ ∈ [0, 1]
is the ratio of samples having positive usefulness score
U(V ) (Eq. 8) in a current node and ζ ∈ [0, 1] is a ran-
dom value. As a result, Qs is first performed by α, until a
certain number of samples remain. Then, either Qc or Qk
is performed by β. 1 − ∆ is the probability for selecting
Qc while ∆ is the probability for selecting Qk. Thus, if ∆
is high, Qk is preferred to Qc while Qc is preferred to Qk,
otherwise. Each quality function is detailed as follows:
Switching term Qs: This term measures the usefulness
of kinematic-layout K for classifying each data sample
and categorizing them into two groups, where a group
whose kinematic-layout is useful and another group whose
kinematic-layout is less useful. The kinematic-layout K
does not always help improve the classification task. For
some samples, the appearance A is better (see Fig 5). The
Qs is defined to make left and right child nodes have com-
pact usefulness scores U(V ) as follows:
Qs =
[
1 +
∑
m∈{l,r}
|Dm|
|D| var
({
U(V )|V ∈ Dm
})]−1
(7)
where var(·) is the variance operator and the usefulness
score U(V ) ∈ [−1, 1] for sample V is defined as:
U(V ) = FK,y∗(V )−FA,y∗(V ) (8)
where FK,y∗(V ) and FA,y∗(V ) are the posterior probabil-
ity for the ground-truth class label y∗, obtained by two pre-
trained forests FK and FA by out-of-bag (OOB) samples
and their kinematic-layout and appearance features respec-
tively. If U(V ) > 0, we trust and exploit the kinematic-
layout K i.e. Qk than the appearance. Otherwise, we con-
sider that the appearance A is sufficient, i.e. using Qc.
Appearance term Qc: This term measures the uncertainty
of class distributions in Dl and Dr based on the appearance
A. Standard Shannon entropy is used to evaluate the split
quality as:
Qc =
∑
m∈{l,r} |Dm|
∑
y∈Y
[
P (y|{A(V )|V ∈ Dm})
· logP (y|{A(V )|V ∈ Dm})
]
, (9)
This term tends to select Ψ such that the class posterior dis-
tributions, empirically the class histograms, in Dl and Dr
are dominated by a certain class.
Kinematic-layout term Qk: This term is designed so that
the kinematic-layout information K is expoited for train-
ing, but not needed at testing. Since A(V ) and K(V ) are
in different feature spaces, there is a discrepancy between
the two class distributions at a node: the kinematic-layout-
based PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}) and the appearance-based
PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}), as follows:
PF (y|{A(V )|V ∈ D}) = 1|D|
∑
V ∈D
FA(V ), (10)
PF (y|{K(V )|V ∈ D}) = 1|D|
∑
V ∈D
FK(V ). (11)
where FA(V ) and FK(V ) are the posterior class distri-
butions obtained by applying the sample V to the pre-
trained forests FA and FK, respectively. We first reduce
the gap between the distributions in order to implicitly use
the kinematic-layout K. The gap is minimized by clos-
ing the least square distance, using a weight vector w∗ =
[w1, ..., w|D|]> ∈ R|D|×1 as follows:
w∗ = min
w
||A ·w − b||2 (12)
where wi denotes each sample’s weight, the i-th row of
3 6 10 14 4 8 view 2 view 3
…
…
static dynamic
t
class:
Figure 4: Examples of our PATIENT dataset. Samples from static actions (left side) to dynamic actions (right side) are listed.
Action labels are given in dataset paragraph of Sec. 4. Examples for different views are also shown in last two columns.
A ∈ R|Y|×|D|, Ai ∈ R|Y|×1 corresponds to each sam-
ple’s appearance-based class distribution and each entry
of b ∈ R|Y|×1 corresponds to the kinematic-layout-based
class distribution. The closed form solution for w∗ is ob-
tained by multiplying the pseudoinverse of A to b. Mean-
while, the weight for each sample becomes larger if its class
is more important in K space than in A space, and smaller
otherwise, as in Fig. 3. Samples with high discrepancy are
highlighted and more carefully classified. The term Qk is
defined on the weighted class histograms nw(y,Dm) as:
Qk =
∑
m∈{l,r}
∑
y∈Y nw(y,Dm) log nw(y,Dm)∑|D|
i=1 wi
(13)
where nw(y,D) =
∑
V ∈D wi · I(y∗ = y) and I(·) is an
impusle function and y∗ is the ground-truth class label. The
overall process is summarized in Algorithm 1 and w is used
when Qk is chosen, or uniform weights are used for others.
3.3. Inference by kinematic-layout-aware forests
At a testing stage, A(V ) is passed down the KLRFs F+
by learned split functions {Ψ(Aγ(·), τ)} until it reaches the
leaf nodes, which store both the class distribution P (y|V )
and the kinematic vectors K(V ). The trees’ responses are
averaged to output the final P (y|V ) and Kˆ(V ) for each V .
Algorithm 1: Splitting a node with Qk
Input: A(V )(∀V ∈ D), FA, FK.
Output: Ψ∗, Dl, Dr.
if Q = Qk then
Find A using FA(V ).
Find b using FK(V ).
Find w∗ by solving Eq. 12.
Find Ψ∗ by minimizing Eq. 13.
end
if (no Information Gain or |D| ≤ 1) then Make Leaf.
else Split D into Dl and Dr using Ψ∗.
3.4. Cross-view setting
Cross-view setting is challenging: the model is testified
for unseen camera views, which have much impact on the
depth appearance [36, 35]. We used the CNN architec-
ture [36], which was pre-trained on multiple views. The
depth-appearance A(V ) obtained using the CNN is view-
invariant to a certain degree. To further help, we augment
the depth maps by synthetic rotations and translations as in
[54], and propose one more quality function Qv in our KL-
RFs. We randomly switch between Qv and the combined
quality function in Eq. 4, while growing the trees.
View clustering term Qv: This term measures the com-
pactness of the data clusters in Dl and Dr using K(V ):
Qv =
[
1 +
∑
m∈{l,r}
|Dm|
|D| Λ
({K(V )|V ∈ Dm})]−1(14)
where Λ = trace(var( · )) is defined as trace of a vari-
ance operator. Since the augmented data shares the same
kinematic-layout information, they are clustered together
and this further helps deal with the view-invariance. Since
the kinematic-layout information and action classes are cor-
related [10, 7, 69], Qv further facilitates data separation by
their action labels.
Exploiting kinematic consistency. After obtaining both
P (y|V ) and Kˆ(V ) from the leaf nodes, we reduce noises
in their responses by applying the kinematic consistency
filter (KCF) to P (y|V ), exploiting pairwise similarities of
inferred Kˆ(V ) as follows:
P ∗(y|V ) = 1
Wp
∑
J′∈S(V )
P (y|J)g(||Kˆ(J)− Kˆ(J ′)||) (15)
where Wp =
∑
J′∈S(V ) g(||Kˆ(J) − Kˆ(J ′)||) is a normal-
izing factor, g(·) is a Gaussian kernel and S(V ) is the aug-
mented data set of V .
Method View 1 (%)
DCSF [58] 18.7
HON4D [31] 21.1
HOPC [35] 28.2
DMM [54] 29.3
Novel View [36] 43.8
Baseline (RFs) 47.8
Ours (KLRFs) 53.2
Table 1: Performance on PATIENT (same-view).
4. Experiments
We perform both single-view (on PATIENT, CAD-60
[43] datasets) and cross-view (on PATIENT, UWA3D Mul-
tiview Activity II [35] datasets) experiments to validate our
methods. Accuracy averaged for 10 trials are reported in
each table. Experimental settings and results are as follows:
Datasets. In PATIENT dataset, 10 different subjects per-
form 15 different actions with 3 different views, whose ac-
tions are mainly defined by their interactions to the bed and
floor planes. As in Fig. 4, our dataset contains both static
and dynamic actions and all 15 actions are: (1) lying, (2)
sitting and (3) standing on the bed; (4-5) stretching body
parts out of the bed when the patient is lying and sitting;
(6-7) sitting and standing on the floor; (8) falling out of
the bed; (9-15) suffering status of actions(1-8) except (3).
In CAD60 dataset [43], there are 68 video clips including
RGB, depth and skeleton joints. There are 4 different sub-
jects performing 14 different actions: (1) still, (2) talking
on the phone, (3) writing on white board, (4) drinking wa-
ter, (5) rinsing mouth with water, (6) brushing teeth, (7)
wearing contact lenses, (8) talking on couch, (9) relaxing
on couch, (10) chopping, (11) stirring, (12) opening pill
container, (13) working on computer, (14) random. These
actions are completed in 5 different indoor environments:
(office, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, and living room). In
UWA3DMultiview dataset [35], there are 1075 video clips
including RGB, depth and skeleton joints. There are 10 dif-
ferent subjects, performing 30 different actions with 4 dif-
ferent camera views: (1) one hand waving, (2) one hand
punching, (3) two hand waving, (4) two hand punching,
(5) sitting down, (6) standing up, (7) vibrating, (8) falling
down, (9) holding chest, (10) holding head, (11) holding
back, (12) walking, (13) irregular walking, (14) lying down,
(15) turning around, (16) drinking, (17) phone answering,
(18) bending, (19) jumping jack, (20) running, (21) pick-
ing up, (22) putting down, (23) kicking, (24) jumping, (25)
dancing, (26) moping oor, (27) sneezing, (28) sitting down
(chair), (29) squatting, and (30) coughing.
Depth appearance A. We resize each depth map into
256 × 256 first, then apply 10 times translation augmenta-
tion to generate 227×227 maps, as in [20] and additionally
Method Accuracy Precision Recall
Testing Input: Depth
HON4D [31] 72.7 − −
Zhu et al. [69] 75.0 − −
Baseline (RFs) 81.6 93.2 78.6
Ours (KLRFs) 87.1 92.3 85.7
Testing Input: RGB+Skeleton
STIP [70] 62.5 − −
order sparse coding [28] 65.3 − −
Testing Input: RGB+Depth+Skeleton
object affordance [19] 71.4 − −
JOULE [15] 84.1 − −
Testing Input: Skeleton
GI et al. [12] − 91.9 90.2
Shan et al. [40] 91.9 93.8 94.5
Cippitelli et al. [3] − 93.9 93.5
Testing Input: Depth+Skeleton
Actionlet Ensemble [53] 74.7 − −
Zhu et al. [69] 87.5 93.2 84.6
Baseline (RFs+Skeleton) 89.7 92.9 89.3
Ours (KLRFs+Skeleton) 94.1 97.5 92.7
Table 2: Performance on CAD-60 (same-view)
we applied 5 times random rotation (i.e. each frame is 3D
rotated with random angles between 0 to 60 degrees) and 10
times temporal augmentation (i.e. 10 offsets are used when
doing the fourier transform), similar to [54].
Kinematic-layout K. Kinematic-layout information K is
extracted based on both layout planes L and human skele-
ton joints P(t), as defined in Sec. 3.1. Since the information
is different across datasets, we defined different configura-
tions for L and P(t), depending on the usefulness of the
information. For PATIENT dataset, human skeleton joints
cannot be easily obtained due to challenging viewpoints.
Thus, we manually labeled head and body positions to con-
struct P(t). For the L, we generated 5 planes: bed top, bed
left, bed right, bed front and floor for each sequence. For
CAD60 and UWA3D Multiview Activity II datasets, we use
the available 15 human skeleton joints for P(t) and manu-
ally labeled 5 layout planes L: ceiling, floor, left wall, mid-
dle wall, right wall for each sequence.
4.1. Same-view action recognition
We first evaluate our method for single-view action
recognition using PATIENT, CAD60 datasets.
Results on PATIENT dataset. The results of the PATIENT
dataset is presented in the Table 1. The classification ac-
curacy is averaged over all classes, which corresponds to
the mean of the confusion matrix diagonal. We use the
first 5 subjects as training and others as testing samples.
We evaluate the recent state-of-the-art depth-based meth-
ods [58, 31, 35, 54, 36] on our PATIENT dataset using their
publicly available codes. Our method produces a significant
performance (6− 10%) gain over these methods.
Results on CAD60 dataset. For the CAD60, we follow the
cross-person experimental setting of [43] and use 3 mea-
sures (i.e. accuracy [15, 53], precision/recall [43]) to com-
Method PATIENT UWA3DView 2 View 3 Multiview
DCSF [58] 6.7 16.0 −
HON4D [31] 6.3 13.8 28.9
HOPC [35] 15.4 23.1 52.2
DMM [54] 19.3 24.0 −
Novel View [36] 23.8 32.5 76.9
Baseline (RFs) 21.5 27.2 77.1
Ours (KLRFs) 27.5 36.2 80.4
Table 3: Performance on both PATIENT and UWA3D Mul-
tiview Activity II (cross-view).
pare with many state-of-the-arts. The result is shown in Ta-
ble 2. We obtained good performance using only depths
as inputs (denoted as KLRFs in the top of Table 2), which
is also comparable to other methods using different input
cues (e.g. additional RGB and skeletons). Since this dataset
contains mostly frontal humans with frontal camera views
where skeleton estimation performs well, most state-of-the-
arts use skeleton joints to obtain their results. We also report
the best results by combining skeletons at testing. (denoted
as KLRFs+Skeleton in the bottom of Table 2).
4.2. Cross-view action recognition
We applied the same model as in the same-view experi-
ment to test 5 subjects in different views for the cross-view
experiments. The results are summarized in the left side of
the Table 3 for two different views (i.e. View 2, 3) of the
PATIENT dataset. We also trained models for the UWA3D
Multiview dataset as in [36] and their mean accuracies are
reported in the right side of the Table 3. Detailed results for
UWA3D are given in supplementary pages.
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(a) PATIENT dataset.
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(b) CAD-60 dataset.
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(c) UWA3D Multiview Activity II dataset.
Figure 5: Usefulness score U(V ) vs. class labels. Class
labels are given in the dataset paragraph of Sec. 4.
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Figure 6: Utilizing the K at testing stage.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity/component analysis for our KLRFs.
4.3. Further analysis
Usefulness score U vs. classes. In Fig 5. we plot the aver-
aged usefulness score U(V ) ∈ [−1, 1] for samples in each
action classes. If U(V ) > 0,K is regarded more useful than
A, while A is regarded more useful than K, otherwise. In
PATIENT dataset, the results implies that static actions as
(1)-(7) are ambiguous in A space while K space explains
those actions well. Dynamic actions as (8)-(15) are well
classified using only A space. In CAD-60 and UWA3D
datasets, we also report their results, showing variations.
Utilizing K at testing stage. To test the strength of
kinematic-layout K, we report the performance by explic-
itly using ground-truths of K as input features in Fig. 6.
Note that utilizing K at testing stage is not realistic, since it
is secured by ground-truths. Experiments are conducted for
only evaluation purpose, configuring 3 features { A,A+CJt
ofK,A+K} and 2 classifiers {RFs (i.e. Qc), KLRFs using
Qc, Qs} for each dataset. The graph shows that K offers
5− 10% accuracy gain, when combined with A.
Sensitivity/component analysis. We evaluate the sensitiv-
ity of our model depending on tree numbers in Fig. 7. The
performance increases as tree numbers increase and satu-
rates around 500 trees. Thus, we set tree numbers as 500.
Component analysis is further performed by turning on/off
quality functions and KCF. We report them in the same fig-
ure.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of action recognition
in a scenario of 24 hours-monitoring patient actions in a
ward, with the goal of effectively recognizing both static ac-
tions such as “lying on the bed” and dynamic actions such as
“falling out of the bed”. We propose the kinematic-layout-
aware random forest to encode the scene layout and skele-
ton information as privileged information, thereby captur-
ing more geometry and kinematic-layout information pro-
viding greater discriminative power in action classification.
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